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Let vp denote a totally positive integer of an algebraic number field K such that 
vp is a least quadratic non-residue modulo a prime ideal p of K, least in the sense 
that N(vp) is minimal. Then the following result is shown: For .Y > 2 and E > 0. 
) p; Np Q x and N(vp) > Np”l = O,(log log 3x). 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n over the field Q of rational 
numbers. We denote, as usual, by ri the number of real and by r2 the number 
of pairs of complex conjugate fields of K so that r, + 2r, = n. Let d be the 
discriminant and o, the ring of integers of K. The numbers c,,,..., c, coming 
up in the sequel are positive constants which depend at most on K. Consider 
the set of all totally positive quadratic non-residues modulo a prime ideal p 
of K and let vp be an element of this set such that its norm N(vp) is minimal. 
We ask for the order of magnitude of N(vp) in comparison to Np and prove 
the following generalization of Linnik’s result [ 11: 
THEOREM 1. Forx>laande>OwehaueIp;Np<xandN(vp)>Np”(= 
O,(log log 3x), the O-constant depending on E and the field K. 
The proof of this theorem requires a result concerning the large sieve in 
algebraic number fields and the case a = (1) of Theorem 2 which is 
formulated later. In Theorem 2 we generalize in an appropriate way an 
asymptotical relation for the function 
Y&Y) := 23 1 
n<x 
P(n)CY 
to number fields (compare (10)). 
The set of residue classes mod p representing the quadratic nonresidues 
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Define for N > 2 
c, := 2/(7l- 2)2 (see 15, P. 2511), 
c, := (2c,)“‘2 1 l/q) 
Q := N/c,; (2) 
moreover, define 
‘p := {P G K; NP odd, NP < Q, N(vp) > Q’}, (3) 
U:={vEo,;v~O,~v”‘~~N,I=l,..., n}, (4) 
!JI, := (v E U; v @ f2p for all p E %}, (5) 
where, in (5) the integer v and the residue class which contains v are tacitly 
identified. 
LEMMA 1. There is a constant c2 such that for N > 2 and E > 0 
Proof: We apply Theorem 4 [S] with the following specifications: 
Choose the set II defined in (4) as the parallelotop U which is required in 
(5 1; furthermore, let I = (l), x”’ := N/2, I = l,..., r,, and x”’ := 0, 
I= r, + l,..., n. Then we have, for the quantities VT defined in 151, 
VT=ldl-““N/2++ 1 = l,..., rl, 
V;” = fl/d)--“n N+ \/zq, 1 = r, + l,..., n, 
and V,?>cOQ . *In Moreover, Q > (\/z,’ for N > c,. The number 2, in [5] is 
equal to / ‘%,,I, therefore, 
\‘ \” - - IS@)l’< 1% 161 f[ IQ”” + W’r*>“‘l’ (6) 
NqsQ pmodq I-1 
(7) < cP’ I%,/, N>c,>c,. 
We, of course, assume n > 2 in (7). 
If we sum only over p E 8 on the left-hand side of (6), 
furnishes the lower estimate 
Lemma 3 [S] 
\‘ \“ l%~)l”> & NP \‘ Z(P,/~)-$ A - 
Nq<Q pmodq Dmaddp r 63) 
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where Z(p, /I) = C ue~,u+modp 13 Z= I’%I* B ecause Z(p, p) = 0 for /3 E Rp, 
we obtain, for the right-hand side of (8) with (l), 
We obtain, from this last inequality and (8), (6), (7) 
(9) 
Because of (7) we have the restriction N > cs in (9); trivial estimates, 
however, show that (9) holds for.2 <N < cg, too, if c, is chosen suitably. 
The upper estimate of Lemma 1 implies that we are left with the problem of 
finding a lower estimate for the number / !I&, ( . The three following lemmas 
serve as a first step for such an estimate. 
LEMMA 2. Let x E o, denote an irreducible element. Then there are at 
most h prime ideals which divide 71, where h is the class number of K in the 
widest sense. 
Proof. This result follows immediately from [2] but we include a short 
direct proof here. For an irreducible 71 let rc = pi p2 . .. pk , pi a prime ideal. 
Denote by (Xi the ideal class which contains Pi; then the products 
O,Q, ... Ki, 1 < i < k, are pairwise distinct because rc is irreducible. Hence, 
k < h. 
LEMMA 3. A totally positive v E ok can be represented as a product of 
totally positive a, E oK such that each a, contains at most 2” . h prime ideal 
factors. 
ProoJ Consider some representation of v as a product of irreducible 
elements 7cj E OK: 
v = 71,712 ... II,. 
Assume that there are si irreducible factors possessing the same sign 
distribution 
(sgn n”’ ,..., sgn rf(‘l’) 
of its real conjugates. Then s, + s, + . . . + s*” = s. 
If si is even write the product of the corresponding irreducibles as a 
product of fsi totally positive a, E oK; if si is odd apply the same procedure 
to si - 1 of the irreducibles. The integers a1 contain at most 2h prime ideal 
factors because of Lemma 2. The product of the remaining 7ris consists of at 
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most 2” elements and is totally positive because v and the a[)s are totally 
positive. Applying Lemma 2 once more the statement of Lemma 3 is proved. 
LEMMA 4. Let z := Qe’2”h, 
Yl,:={vEU;p/v~Np<z}. 
Then 
!Jl, s w,. 
Proof: For v E ‘9I, we have, by Lemma 3, 
v = a, ... a,, 
a,>& a/ = PI *-. P,,, n < 2”h I-. * 
This implies that N(a,) zzrLh = Q’. By (3), a, is a quadratic residue for all 
p E ‘j3. Then v is a quadratic residue for all p E $I, too, hence v E 9,. 
DEFINITION. Let a G K denote an integral ideal; for c > 0, x := N” and 
y := x/(Na), define 
y/(x, a, c) := y 1. (10) 
aEUna 
p/n =%vP<)” \ 
The following theorem is a generalization of a result proved by Ramaswami 
in [3]. 
THEOREM 2. There is a function (D(C) defined for positive c satisfying the 
properties 
(D(c) is continuous, w(c) > 0, (114 
P(C) = 1, c> 1, (lib) 
.(c)=l-jliI? (&)$. O<c<l, 
such that for y > 1, 
yl(x,a,c)=rp(c)By+O -E- , 
( 1 1% 3Y 
* :A& 
where the O-constant is uniform for c 2 E > 0. 
(llc) 
(12) 
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ProoJ The function q(c) will be constructed piecewiese. We first show 
(1 lb), and then determine cp(c) for l/(k + 1) < c ( l/k, k > 1, inductively. 
c> 1: I,&, a, c) = ~(x, a, 1) because of 
(compare (41 and, for the computation of B, [6]). 
$<c< 1: y(x, a, c) = x 1 - \’ 1 
LYeUl-lll aEuna 
there is a prime q 
satisrying s/(a/a) andNq>)* 




c’:-logNq>l / ; 
l%$ 
q + implies 
I 
+ 1. (14) 
Applying well-known results from prime ideal theory, 
= log log w + a + 0 w> 2, 
w>2, o<u< 1, 
we obtain, from (13) and (14), 
v/(x, a, c) = v(c) BY + 0 
q?(c) := 1 + log c for+<c< 1. 
The last equation implies (1 lc) because of (1 lb). The statement (1 la) with 
the weaker inequality p(c) > 0, (1 lb) and (1 lc) now follow inductively by 
similar calculations. If we take into account that, by definition, ~(x, a, c) > 0 
the continuity of q(c) and the integral equation (1 lc) finally imply q(c) > 0 
for c > 0. Hence, Theorem 2 is proved completely. 
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COROLLARY 1. We have with a = (1) in Theorem 2: For every E > 0 
there is a function B(E) > 0 such that I%, / > 8(e) N” for N > C,(E). 
Proof: We have, by definition of !TI, in Lemma 4, 
I%,/= y/W”3 (11, Y>, 
and y is given by the equation 
N”Y = QW”h, 
therefore, y > C,E if N > cs. The corollary now follows from (1 la) and (12) 
with 6(s) := (B/2) ~(c,E). 
COROLLARY 2. For every E > 0 there is a CZ(&) > 0 such that 
The proof follows from Lemmas 1 and 4, Corollary 1 and trivial estimates 
fir 191 if2<N< C,(E). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Ify>2 and E>O we have 
P := 1 P; fi < Np ,<y, N(vp) > NpEl 
~JP;~<N~,(Y,N(~P)>Y”*I 
,< 1 P; NP odd, NP < Y, N(vP) > ye’* I + c,, 
where cg takes care of those prime ideals p whose norm is even. Choose 
N := c, y; Corollary 2 then furnishes 
P,< c, + + cg =: C&). 
( ) 
(15) 
Finally, let x > 2 and E > 0 be given. 
Theorem 1 then follows from (15) by subdividing the interval [2, x] into 
intervals 
[x L/Zk+’ , x “2k], 
whose total number is O(log log 3x). 
k 2 0, 
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